
HOW TO BUILD
KICK-ASS 
BRAND PARTNERSHIPS



ALONE WE CAN DO SO
LITTLE; TOGETHER WE

CAN DO SO MUCH.
HELEN KELLER



Strategic partnerships are essentially two
brands coming together, exchanging
valuable assets and achieving a common
goal. Collaboration marketing is a proven,
cost-effective way to reach your ideal
audience and can be done in so many
creative, different ways!

WHAT ARE BRAND
PARTNERSHIPS AND
WHY ARE THEY
IMPORTANT?



At Collabosaurus, we focus on a handful of
partnership types. Multiple collaboration
types will often suit any one business,
however you should choose your
partnership type to reflect your goals i.e
growing your email list, boosting your
Instagram following, improving user
experience, making sales etc.

SO JUST HOW DO YOU
BUILD A BRAND
PARTNERSHIP?



TYPES OF COLLABORATION

EVENTS

PRODUCT CREATION

SOCIAL MEDIA

REFERRALS

"OPEN TO OPPORTUNITIES"

Collaborate with a venue, food suppliers, goody bag contributors and other
event partners to make your event amazing, or get your brand in front of
your ideal target market 

Whether it’s a competition, giveaway or generally sharing some love
through social media cross promotion, brand collaborations are a great
way to grow your following, increase exposure and ultimately make sales

One of the oldest marketing techniques in the book. Setting up long term
referral partners are an invaluable way of building business. A Personal
Trainer referring a Nutritionist, a Marketer referring a Designer and vice
versa, the list is endless.

Collabosaurus has an ‘open to opportunities’ option so you don’t miss
valuable, relevant partnership opportunities. There really is no excuse to
avoid getting started - it’s free too!

Ever thought of creating a product with another brand? It’s a great way to
tap into new audiences on social media, attract publicity and make a bit of
profit through sales as well! Fashion, jewellery, design, food, or even online
courses are all options!



YOUR TURN

TARGET MARKET

FOCUS

Identify your target market - who do you want to get in front of? Describe
their age, gender and interests. 

What is your focus for the next quarter? Is it growing your email list, social
media, getting new customers to try your product or service? Be specific
and focus on one area of growth at a time.

Name 1 - 2 things you want or need from a partnership based on this
answer



YOUR TURN

ASSETS

RESEARCH

Name 1 - 2 assets you bring to the table when it comes to a partnership.
What do you have that they might want? Think creatively - what about
graphic design, PR or photography skills? An engaged email list? Excess
product? Budget? Social Media following or a loyal client base?

Research 5 brands that you’d love to partner with, mix it up in terms of
industry and business size.



REACH OUT!

BROUGHT TO YOU AS A
COLLABORATION BETWEEN 

If you don’t ask the question, the answer is
always going to be ‘no’ - you’ve got

nothing to lose! Have their benefits in mind
and be sure to make the deal as attractive

as possible.

Alternatively, you can sign up to
Collabosaurus for free and you’ll be
matched with relevant partnership

opportunities - the research, reach out and
negotiation stages become so much

easier! 

www.collabosaurus.com
www.theownerscollective.com

www.theownerscollectivemastermind.com
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LOVE YOUR WORK


